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Dear Sirs
 
                                Sunnica – Deadline 4
                                Ref Nos: SUNN - AFP 191
 

Please find attached (appendix 1) the speech I made at the Open Floor Hearing on Friday 9th December. I have set out
below in points A to E the evidence to support the points made in my speech and my conclusion that the report
submitted by Daniel Baird Soil Consultancy Ltd’s known as ‘Soil baseline report Appendix 12B’ has a series of failings
that mean it cannot be relied upon to assess BMV on the Sunnica site.

 
              

A/ Daniel Baird (DB) is a member of the British Society of Soil Science (BSSS). I have therefore gone to their Guidance
Document 1: Working with Soil Guidance Note on Assessing Agricultural Land Classification Surveys in England and
Wales (attached at Appendix 2) and looked at the Validation process required for ALC soil surveys contained within the
guidance.

 
Validation process (stage 1) copied below from Guidance Document I.
 

               
               DB’s report fails under the following headings:
 

1/ DB has excluded irrigation contrary to the 1988 Guidelines (see p 27 appendix 5)  
   3/ Six pits is an insufficient number on a site of this size to give the required level of evidence of soil changes. No maps
or photographs of the soil pits were provided. See appendix 4.

                4/ DB finds only 37ha of BMV – ALC predictive plans and Magic maps suggest at least 50% of the site is BMV.
 5/ ALC grading is at odds with the background checks. DB’s own report describes varied flexible cropping throughout
the site which is entirely consistent with BMV land. DB has only found 37ha of BMV over the whole site. Please also see
(appendix 3a 3b &3c) an email to Natural England dated 8/12/2022 to John Torlesse setting out the inconsistencies of
DB’s report set against the ALC plan, and Natural Englands Predictive BMV Land Assessment.    

             
                Validation Process (Stage 2) copied below from Guidance Document 1
 













If a report has a single failure in the 13 categories where the option to fail is offered the Guidance says the report
should not be accepted without referral to specialists. DB’s report fails in the following categories:
 
6/ The number of auger borings that have not gone below 40cms is 314. Auger sampling should go to 120cms (see B

below). No lab samples have been provided for auger borings.
                15/ A map of the soil pits has not been included.
                18/ A number of auger borings were not deep enough see 6 above.

  23/ Pit locations are not representative of the site. Number of pits are inadequate. Archaeological trenches have been
photographed not the pits.             

 
In Summary DB’s report fails on 8 points of BSSS guidance. This report must therefore be referred.

 

B/ I also looked for guidance to the Government document updated 5th February 2021 Guide to assessing development
proposals on agricultural land (attached as appendix 3) I have copied below the relevant sections from the document:
 

 
                p.6- Section 4.2&4.4 – the descriptions above describe the land on the Sunnica site.
 



  p.8- Section 6.3 – states for a detailed ALC assessment, a soil specialist should normally make boreholes up to 1.2m
deep.

                p.8 – section 6.3  - No evidence is presented in DB’s report of digging small inspection pits to support evidence of the
borehole data

p.8 – section6.3 -   Pits should be dug where there’s a change in main soil type- there is no evidence in DB’s report that
this has happened. See (appendix 4) which shows the DB pits marked and numbered in red. There is no evidence these
pits have been dug in conjunction to soil changes and pits 1, 4, and 5 are too close to field boundaries to be meaningful 

 
               C/ I also looked at the MAFF 1988 Revised guidelines attached at (appendix 5) and criteria for grading the quality of
agricultural land.
 
                1/ P.9 – the cropping rotation described by DB for the Sunnica site fits the descriptions of grades 2 and 3a land  

2/ DB has discounted irrigation. This is not in accordance with section 3.4 p.27 of the current guidelines. Natural
England are unable to point to a policy decision to discount irrigation. A freedom of information report (attached
appendix 6) confirms no policy decision has ever been taken to remove irrigation. Opinion has only been given at
Officer level.
Natural England technical information note TIN049 attached (appendix 7) states on p.4 under Further information and I
quote:
‘Details of the system of grading can be found in: Agricultural Land Classification of England and Wales : revised
guidelines and criteria of grading the quality of agricultural land ( MAFF,1988). This document was published in January
2009 and is the latest guidance on ALC land classification’ The document this quote refers to is appendix 5
3/ DB has chosen to downgrade land with irrigation that has previously been surveyed  and ignore the beneficial effects
of irrigation on the remainder of the site. An email dated 29/10/2022 from Natural England quotes the 1997 version of
PPG 7 B11 which states:
               Irrigation- When irrigation is practised and water supplies are adequate and reliable, the productive capacity of
agricultural land and its importance relative to non-irrigated land of the same grade will often be significantly
increased’      
The 6 landowners putting land into the Sunnica scheme have in excess of 2.4million m3 of irrigation water available to
them across their combined holdings. This is enough water to grow  1,204 hectares of potatoes generating an income
over £18 million per annum. (See appendix 14) for details.  

             
  D/ DB Survey

 
1/ It is not possible to find only 37ha of BMV on the 981ha surveyed site. As detailed above.
2/ This survey excluded over 30ha of the cable route much of which will be BMV. See Bidwells plan (appendix 8). Also

see Bidwells report for the Mitcham family (appendix 9) and note p.2 -1.2 -1.2.1 which identifies the land as BMV. 
3/ DB’s report misses 304,576 cubic meters of abstraction licences on Farmer A – Chippenham Park Farm.
4/ DB’s report fails to identify Farm Business B on AECOM plan 60589004

4/ Appendix 4 shows the soil pits dug by DB in red and by the Say No To Sunnica Action Group Ltd (SNTS) in blue . As
clearly demonstrated DB does not dig an adequate number of pits and those that are dug are not representative of the
site.
5/ Pit 6 blue dug by SNTS is on the north western boundary of Sunnica East A (shown on appendix 4). Please see at
(appendix 10) photograph of the pit and at (appendix 11) the lab sample analysis. SNTS soil experts confirm the pit site
as BMV. On the DB prepared plan AECOM 60589004 (appendix 12) DB has graded land  opposite this pit as grade 4.  



 6/ The auger boring closest to SNTS pit 6 is LF164 shown on the plan (appendix 13 shaded orange) the auger details
from DB’s report for LF164 state this area to be stoney grade 4. You will see from the photo at appendix 10 and lab
sample at appendix 11 this is not accurate for the area.    
7/ This same misleading process happens with other readings on Sunnica East A. LF69/70/71/72 (highlighted in orange
on appendix 13) are all graded 3a or 3b and on DBs ALC map they are shown to be in an area of grade 4. See (appendix
15) for further details.       
 
 
E/Conclusion
The above points prove that the DB report cannot be relied upon and the site has to be resurveyed. This is one of the
largest ever potential take ups of BMV land in England. A decision cannot be made based on DB’S flawed report.
      

              F/ The way forward
As there remain significant differences between the parties on soil quality, Mr Kean requested that ALC matters are
progressed outside the examination room.

 
Therefore, we propose Sunnica East Site A is resurveyed by two soil experts, one from each party who meet on site and
test auger the soil, and discuss the findings. If Sunnica will not agree to this proposal, we suggest the only other
reasonable proposition is to ask an independent soil expert to survey Sunnica East Site A. If as expected the results are
found to differ from the DB report the remainder of the site will have to be surveyed.

 
This suggestion is fully supported by Peter Danks Reading Agricultural Consultants, Sam Franklin Landscope Ltd and
Patrick Stephenson of Patrick Stephenson Ltd.

 
                Yours Sincerely
 
               
                Nick Wright
                On behalf of A G Wright & Son (Farms) Ltd
 
 
 
                     
 
                    
               
                              
               
 
 
                                  


